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Exploring the effectiveness of RSC approach
Shakespeare in improving P
social and emotional health
 
Janine is a Primary school teacher in the North West. 
deprivation and neglect. Children come from families affected by high unemployment and 
stress, with increasing numbers of children coming from fragmented homes. 
 
Janine began her research by thinking back to her own introduction to Shakespeare:
 

‘My first experience of Shakespeare was a lonely
Secondary school staring at pages of beautiful, yet in many cases, indecipherable 
words....’ 

 
By contrast, she reflected on her experience of the RSC training days:
 

‘I noticed a personal change in myself. I felt more confident, empowered, worthy of 
commenting on the language and ideas of Shakespeare... I felt closer to the other 
group members... [and] I
powerful impact ensemble approaches could have on children as players

 
Janine was keen to explore whether these RSC approaches to Shakespeare 
children when working through social
 
Janine teaches a mixed Year 5/6 class of 36 children, of whom 29% are on the SEN register for 
reasons including Literacy, Numeracy and Social Educational Behavioural Difficulties (
She commented: 
 

‘Many of the children in this group have specific personal
helping them to develop the ability to form constructive, quality relationships with 
peers and adults alike is a priority

 
Attitudes to Shakespeare and Drama are very positive at the school, due to a long track record 
of both of them being taught. Asking Y
Shakespeare for themselves) if they were looking forward to exploring Shakespeare's plays, 
100% said yes. When Janine probed further
how good it is’. 
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Exploring the effectiveness of RSC approaches to 
Shakespeare in improving Primary children's personal, 
social and emotional health 

rimary school teacher in the North West. Her school is in an area with high levels of 
deprivation and neglect. Children come from families affected by high unemployment and 
stress, with increasing numbers of children coming from fragmented homes.  

began her research by thinking back to her own introduction to Shakespeare:

My first experience of Shakespeare was a lonely episode, sitting at a desk in 
econdary school staring at pages of beautiful, yet in many cases, indecipherable 

trast, she reflected on her experience of the RSC training days: 

I noticed a personal change in myself. I felt more confident, empowered, worthy of 
commenting on the language and ideas of Shakespeare... I felt closer to the other 
group members... [and] I felt more in control. For me, this highlighted the potential 
powerful impact ensemble approaches could have on children as players

Janine was keen to explore whether these RSC approaches to Shakespeare 
children when working through social problems and issues which arise in their everyday lives’

ear 5/6 class of 36 children, of whom 29% are on the SEN register for 
umeracy and Social Educational Behavioural Difficulties (

Many of the children in this group have specific personal and emotional difficulties... 
elping them to develop the ability to form constructive, quality relationships with 

and adults alike is a priority.’ 

rama are very positive at the school, due to a long track record 
of them being taught. Asking Year 5 members of her class (who had yet to experience 

Shakespeare for themselves) if they were looking forward to exploring Shakespeare's plays, 
d yes. When Janine probed further, a number of children explained that ‘we've heard 
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began her research by thinking back to her own introduction to Shakespeare: 

episode, sitting at a desk in 
econdary school staring at pages of beautiful, yet in many cases, indecipherable 

I noticed a personal change in myself. I felt more confident, empowered, worthy of 
commenting on the language and ideas of Shakespeare... I felt closer to the other 

his highlighted the potential 
powerful impact ensemble approaches could have on children as players.’  

Janine was keen to explore whether these RSC approaches to Shakespeare ‘can support 
h arise in their everyday lives’.  

ear 5/6 class of 36 children, of whom 29% are on the SEN register for 
umeracy and Social Educational Behavioural Difficulties (SEBD). 

and emotional difficulties... 
elping them to develop the ability to form constructive, quality relationships with 

rama are very positive at the school, due to a long track record 
ear 5 members of her class (who had yet to experience 

Shakespeare for themselves) if they were looking forward to exploring Shakespeare's plays, 
ber of children explained that ‘we've heard 



 

Janine planned to explore three Shakespeare texts in three blocks of six weekly lessons (see 
below), with the overarching title of 'Shakespeare for 
 

• Block 1 – The Tempest

• Block 2 – Macbeth 

• Block 3 – Romeo and Juliet
 

Janine chose to focus her research 
problems. Other teachers would observe these children in different settings, all of the
assessing whether the Shakespeare project impacted positively on their social skills and 
behaviour. 
 
Erin was one of these focus children, a bright pupil who ‘
issues in recent years’. Janine described her as:
 

• Not valuing her writing skills,

• Timid and ignored by her peers

• Allowing others to lead when working in groups

• Reluctant to be in the limelight
 
Janine encouraged her class to keep a weekly diary and this, along with teacher 
captured Erin's journey through the three blocks of Shakespeare's plays. At the end of the first
block, Erin wrote in her diary: 
 

‘[Shakespeare for Drama] makes me feel confident in one way, but bored when I 
work in a group – they 

 
However, during the second block Erin's confidence developed. Janine noted:
 

‘During an activity where children in groups of three were asked to 'become' the three 
witches from Macbeth, Erin was observed to organise the group, liaise with group 
members, and express ideas to th

 
In a subsequent lesson Janine chose Erin to be 
and enjoyment’ and that her peers responded well to her 'command'.
Erin went on to write in her diary:
 

‘I was King. It felt strange, funny and as if I was of some importance AND it ALSO 
built up my confidence quite a bit! I wish that we could do it EVERY week!!!

 
Janine reflected:  
 

‘The opportunity to become King Duncan allowed Erin to experience pow
authority – something she strives t

 
Other teachers noticed differences in Erin's behaviour. The P
grown in self-confidence/is confident in approaching adults now
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Janine planned to explore three Shakespeare texts in three blocks of six weekly lessons (see 
below), with the overarching title of 'Shakespeare for Drama': 

The Tempest 

Romeo and Juliet 

her research on four children, with a range of social and behavioural 
problems. Other teachers would observe these children in different settings, all of the
assessing whether the Shakespeare project impacted positively on their social skills and 

s children, a bright pupil who ‘has experienced traumatic 
. Janine described her as: 

ng her writing skills, despite excelling in this area 

Timid and ignored by her peers 

o lead when working in groups 

Reluctant to be in the limelight 

Janine encouraged her class to keep a weekly diary and this, along with teacher 
captured Erin's journey through the three blocks of Shakespeare's plays. At the end of the first

[Shakespeare for Drama] makes me feel confident in one way, but bored when I 
they don't listen to me.’ 

However, during the second block Erin's confidence developed. Janine noted:

During an activity where children in groups of three were asked to 'become' the three 
, Erin was observed to organise the group, liaise with group 

members, and express ideas to the group who responded excitedly

In a subsequent lesson Janine chose Erin to be Duncan. Janine observed Erin's ‘confidence 
and that her peers responded well to her 'command'. 

ry: 

I was King. It felt strange, funny and as if I was of some importance AND it ALSO 
built up my confidence quite a bit! I wish that we could do it EVERY week!!!

The opportunity to become King Duncan allowed Erin to experience pow
something she strives to achieve in her personal life.’ 

Other teachers noticed differences in Erin's behaviour. The PE co-ordinator noted: ‘Erin 
confidence/is confident in approaching adults now’. 

 

Janine planned to explore three Shakespeare texts in three blocks of six weekly lessons (see 

on four children, with a range of social and behavioural 
problems. Other teachers would observe these children in different settings, all of them 
assessing whether the Shakespeare project impacted positively on their social skills and 

has experienced traumatic personal 

Janine encouraged her class to keep a weekly diary and this, along with teacher observations, 
captured Erin's journey through the three blocks of Shakespeare's plays. At the end of the first 

[Shakespeare for Drama] makes me feel confident in one way, but bored when I 

However, during the second block Erin's confidence developed. Janine noted: 

During an activity where children in groups of three were asked to 'become' the three 
, Erin was observed to organise the group, liaise with group 

e group who responded excitedly.’ 

Duncan. Janine observed Erin's ‘confidence 

I was King. It felt strange, funny and as if I was of some importance AND it ALSO 
built up my confidence quite a bit! I wish that we could do it EVERY week!!!’ 

The opportunity to become King Duncan allowed Erin to experience power and 

ordinator noted: ‘Erin has 



 

Carlos was another focus child, intelligent but struggling 
can result in him giving up easily and becoming upset
controlling his emotions, regularly acted impulsively
 
In an early session Carlos ‘tried to take over
cymbals in the face of one of the audience’
writing in his diary: 
 

‘I could have behaved better and not took over. I didn't do v
did.’ 

 
Janine noted that by the second block, focusing on 
dominant child, pushing to take over, to a valued member of a group where he offers h
opposed to forcing it upon others’
skills and behaviour, with observations taken in March (the project started in September) 
including:  
 

Carlos ‘used to sit in [a different, younger] clas
Stage 2 manager has not seen him in [this] class since December.

 
Further observations taken later in the year included:
 

‘During dealings with the Deputy Head teacher, he now listens and waits his turn to 
speak, less emotional/accepts responsibility
‘KS2 manager sees [him] now happier,

 
In his final diary entry, Carlos wrote:
 

‘Drama is the thing I look forward to at school
Shakespeare for Drama 
teacher has helped me

 
In conclusion, Janine feels that the RSC approaches [to Shakespeare] have proved effective 
the development of the personal, social and emoti
She believes that these activities have:
 

‘... given pupils the opportunity to spread their wings and experiment in a safe 
environment; it has encouraged them to take risks and it is in taking risks that they 
have begun to believe 
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Carlos was another focus child, intelligent but struggling ‘to reflect positively on his work which 
can result in him giving up easily and becoming upset’. Furthermore, Carlos had diff
controlling his emotions, regularly acted impulsively and had frequent ‘altercations with peers’

tried to take over’ and ‘during performance deliberately clashed 
the face of one of the audience’. Carlos was aware of his behaviour, at one point 

behaved better and not took over. I didn't do very well but everyone else 

Janine noted that by the second block, focusing on Macbeth, Carlos had ‘developed from a 
dominant child, pushing to take over, to a valued member of a group where he offers h

posed to forcing it upon others’. Other teachers confirmed improvements in Carlos' social 
skills and behaviour, with observations taken in March (the project started in September) 

used to sit in [a different, younger] class after an altercation and cry 
Stage 2 manager has not seen him in [this] class since December.’

Further observations taken later in the year included: 

During dealings with the Deputy Head teacher, he now listens and waits his turn to 
emotional/accepts responsibility.’ 

KS2 manager sees [him] now happier, more fun, well liked by peers.’

wrote: 

Drama is the thing I look forward to at school, it really gives me passion to learn... 
Shakespeare for Drama has helped me with my confidence... making friends... My 
teacher has helped me by making the lesson more fun.’ 

In conclusion, Janine feels that the RSC approaches [to Shakespeare] have proved effective 
the development of the personal, social and emotional health of children’. 

activities have: 

given pupils the opportunity to spread their wings and experiment in a safe 
environment; it has encouraged them to take risks and it is in taking risks that they 

 in themselves, others and the world around them

to reflect positively on his work which 
. Furthermore, Carlos had difficulty 

quent ‘altercations with peers’. 

during performance deliberately clashed 
behaviour, at one point 

ery well but everyone else 

developed from a 
dominant child, pushing to take over, to a valued member of a group where he offers his help as 

. Other teachers confirmed improvements in Carlos' social 
skills and behaviour, with observations taken in March (the project started in September) 

s after an altercation and cry – Key 
’ 

During dealings with the Deputy Head teacher, he now listens and waits his turn to 

more fun, well liked by peers.’ 

it really gives me passion to learn... 
has helped me with my confidence... making friends... My 

In conclusion, Janine feels that the RSC approaches [to Shakespeare] have proved effective ‘in 

given pupils the opportunity to spread their wings and experiment in a safe 
environment; it has encouraged them to take risks and it is in taking risks that they 

thers and the world around them.’ 


